Download Liverpool Vs Chelsea
Can't see the blog? Click here for the desktop version. Liverpool vs Chelsea line-ups. Liverpool XI: Alisson,
Alexander-Arnold, Matip, van Dijk, Robertson, Henderson ...LIVERPOOL can take a major step towards the
Premier League trophy with victory over Chelsea. One of their toughest fixtures left in the run-in, Jurgen
Klopp's men will look to continue their ...A Premier League match between title challengers Liverpool and
Champions League hopefuls Chelsea. There is plenty of history here, Chelsea having derailed Liverpool's last
genuine title challenge ...Liverpool cannot afford to drop points (Picture: Getty) Jose Mourinho believes neither
Liverpool or Chelsea can afford to lose on Sunday, but thinks Steven Gerrard’s infamous slip in 2014 might
...Liverpool host Chelsea on Sunday afternoon knowing that they will need a win to keep the pressure firmly on
Manchester City. Chelsea at home probably represents Liverpool ’s hardest game of ...Liverpool exorcised the
ghosts of 2014 with a 2-0 victory over Chelsea to keep their Premier League title charge on track. Sadio Mane's
header early in the second half was followed moments later ...Liverpool face a serious test of their Premier
League title aspirations as they host Chelsea at Anfield on Sunday afternoon. Jurgen Klopp's side will wait and
see how Manchester City get on at ...Liverpool beat Chelsea 2-0 to return to the top of the Premier League, just
a few hours after title rivals Manchester City beat Crystal Palace.Liverpool vs Chelsea live streaming: Watch
from anywhere in the world. If you are blocked from accessing Fubo TV, these are the step by step instructions
to live stream Liverpool vs Chelsea from ...Liverpool 2-0 Chelsea Our Anfield match report has landed, so I’ll
leave you with that. Thanks for your company and emails. See you soon for the next instalment in this immense
title race.

